Health Research Program 2010

BANDO GIOVANI RICERCATORI-RICERCA FINALIZZATA 2010

Complete Project

Handbook of workflow software
(http://ricerca.cbim.it)
Reserved Area

Press “Area riservata” to login

Researchers Grant 2010
Login

Insert *Username* and *Password* and press "Login" (your credentials are the same that you used to insert the letter of intent)

Forgot password? Press here
If your choice is ‘Bando GIOVANI RICERCATORI’ Click on “Giovani ricercatori”
If your choice is ‘Bando RICERCA FINALIZZATA’ Click on “Finalizzata 2010”
Click on "P.I. data" if you want change your data

Click here to insert the complete project
Legend

In some section you can find these buttons:

- Click here to add
- Click here to modify
- Click here to delete
Complete Project

The section ‘Collabor. Estero’ appear only if you choose ‘Progetto Estero’ in the letter of intent.

Insert for every TAB (from A section to I section) the required data.
Section A

Compile all the fields required and press ‘Salva’
Compile all the fields required and press ‘Salva’

At the end of this page you have to add a PDF file
Section B

Click here to add a contributor
Section B - contributor

Compile all the fields required and press ‘Salva’
Section C

The sum of the characters in fields C1, C2, C3 must be a maximum of 1000 characters

IF YOU EXCEED THE CHARACTERS LIMIT YOU CAN’T SAVE THE DATA
Section D

Compile the field. Maximum 8000 characters
Section E

The sum of the characters in fields E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6 must be a maximum of 12000 characters.
Section F

Compile the field. Maximum 6000 characters
Section G

Compile the field. Maximum 8000 characters
Indicate yes if your project is compliance with the call objectives.
You have to insert all the numbers without symbols (., €)

If you choose ‘Progetto cofinanziato’ in your Letter of Intent you have to insert a PDF file.
Send the Complete Project

Press this button to send the project. If you do not press this button, the project will not be evaluated.
Send the Complete Project

Press “OK” only after filling all the required fields. After that it won’t be possible to modify the project.
Send the Complete Project

Insert password

Press “Invia” to **conclusively** send and close the Complete Project